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Picosecond acoustic phonon pulse generation in nickel and chromium

T. Saito, O. Matsuda, and O. B. Wright*
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The generation mechanisms for picosecond acoustic phonon pulses excited by ultrashort optical pulses in
metals with strong electron-phonon coupling are elucidated. By means of an interferometric probing technique
to extract changes in optical phase and amplitude, the acoustic pulse shapes in the transition metals Ni and Cr
are shown to be governed by both thermal and nonequilibrium electron diffusion. Quantitative comparison of
the results with a model that takes into account the nonequilibrium electron dynamics and ultrasonic attenua-
tion gives excellent agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Applying sonar techniques to thin films and nanostru
tures has become possible using ultrashort optical pulse1–9

Acoustic pulses of a few picoseconds in duration, with f
quencies typically in the 100 GHz region, can be genera
and detected by optical pulse trains focused to areas of a
microns in diameter, allowing the noncontact measurem
of internal interfaces or defects. Although research into g
eration and detection of picosecond acoustic pulses in c
talline semiconductors is still in its infancy,10 such research
on metals is much more advanced: practical application
the field of multilayer metal thin film evaluation are alrea
well established.11–13

For a metal at room temperature the process for the g
eration of a longitudinal phonon pulse with visible ultrash
light pulses is as follows: the light pulse is absorbed near
metal surface within the optical absorption depthz
;10 nm. The electrons within the photon energy of t
Fermi surface are excited to higher available states. W
these hot nonequilibrium electrons diffuse into the sam
they transfer their energy to the lattice, a process media
by the electron-phonon interaction. The final spatiotempo
strain profile of the longitudinal acoustic phonon pulse tra
eling directly away from the surface is determined by bo
thermal and electron diffusion. For metals with a relative
small electron-phonon (e-p) coupling constant (;20–60
31015 W m23 K21), such as the case of the noble metals
aluminum, the nonequilibrium electrons can diffuse re
tively deep into the solid, to distances of;100 nm, before
the electrons deposit their energy to the lattice.14–16Thermal
expansion over this distance determines the dominant w
length ;100 nm of the acoustic pulses that propagate i
the metal, with a corresponding central frequency;10 GHz.
In these metals the final profile of the longitudinal acous
strain and the resulting phonon frequency spectrum can
explained accurately by theories accounting for electron
fusion alone.14–16 For metals with a largee-p coupling con-
stant (;200–500 W m23 K21) this is no longer the case
during the phonon generation heat can diffuse to a dept
the same order as that of the nonequilibrium electrons,
one would therefore expect that both nonequilibrium elect
diffusion and thermal diffusion~that is, equilibrium electron
diffusion! play a role in determining the acoustic pul
shape. Such ‘‘stronge-p coupling’’ metals are of interes
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205421~7!/$20.00 67 2054
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because the relatively short diffusion depths (;10–20 nm)
allow the excitation of much higher frequency acous
pulses, and so such metals have potential for use as u
sonic transducers at frequencies.100 GHz.18,19 This high
frequency generation has been experimentally demonstr
in picosecond pulse-echo studies in thin films of Ni,1,3,2,17

Cr,20 Mo,2,4 Ti,21 Ta,12 Hf,9 and W.4,8,5–7Acoustic echoes are
optically detected through reflectivity changes,1,4–7 by probe
beam deflection,4 by probe beam diffraction,3,12 or by
interferometry.8,20 Interferometric methods have the adva
tage of allowing the simultaneous measurement of opt
reflectance and phase changes, giving better experimenta
cess to the actual strain profile of the acoustic pulses.

Such studies present several challenges.~1! Photoelastic
effects distort the acoustic echo signals, and the strain p
shape can only be inferred by self-consistent fitting of str
pulse shapes to the observed echo signals.~2! Ultrasonic
attenuation at high frequencies in the 10–100 GHz range
be strongly frequency dependent, and so its effective filter
effect on the acoustic signals must be considered in any
curate analysis in the 100 GHz range.~3! Optical constants
of metal films are strongly dependent on sample preparat
and so reference to standard data tables is not necess
reliable when comparing theory and experiment. For th
reasons there has not been, to our knowledge, any rigo
test up to now of the mechanisms governing the optical g
eration of picosecond acoustic phonon pulses in such str
e-p coupling metals. In this paper, we elucidate the gene
tion mechanisms in such metals by ultrashort-optical-pu
excitation and interferometric probing of carefully charact
ized thin films of the transition metals Ni and Cr. By accura
quantitative comparison of the results with a theoreti
model of the nonequilibrium coupling of the electrons a
the lattice, both thermal diffusion and nonequilibrium ele
tron diffusion processes are shown to influence the obse
phonon pulse profiles.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We use ultrashort pump and probe light pulses emit
from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at cen
wavelength 830 nm and repetition rate 82 MHz. Picoseco
acoustic phonon pulses are excited by frequency-doub
pump light pulses of wavelengthl5415 nm~corresponding
©2003 The American Physical Society21-1
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to a photon energy of 3 eV!. These pump light pulses ar
chopped at 1 MHz by an acousto-optic modulator, and
focused onto the metal films to a spot diameter;20 mm
@full width at half maximum~FWHM! diameter for intensity#
at an incident angle of;20°. After passage through th
acousto-optic modulator the pump pulses have a duratio
500 fs~FWHM!. An incident pump fluence;0.01 mJ cm22

is chosen to allow a linear theory of the generation proces
be valid ~as discussed in Sec. III!. Weaker, delayed prob
light pulses of wavelengthl85830 nm ~photon energy 1.5
eV!, duration 200 fs, and a fluence;10% of that of the
pump are focused at normal incidence to the same area a
pump beam to a similar spot size, and the transient chan
in reflectance and phase of this probe beam are monit
using a Sagnac interferometer setup, described in d
elsewhere.22 Lock-in detection at the acousto-optic modul
tion frequency allows relative reflectance changes;1026 to
be resolved. Both the reflectance and the phase are sen
to the acoustic strain in the near-surface region, and so
the probe beam one can optically sample the return of
phonon pulses to the sample surface.

Thin films of polycrystalline Ni and Cr, of thickness 20
and 190 nm, respectively, were prepared on silicon~100!
substrates of thickness 0.5 mm by electron beam depos
at a pressure of;131023 Pa at a rate;0.1 nm s21 for Ni,
and ;0.6 nm s21 for Cr. The film thicknesses were dete
mined from the temporal separation of the phonon pulses
verified to be accurate by needle profiling.23 From the back-
ground pressure and deposition rates used we estimate
the thin films contain a few atomic percent of oxygen.24 Im-
purity concentrations of this order in Ni or Cr do not signi
cantly affect the mechanical or thermal properties at ro
temperature.25,26 In particular, the above comparison o
needle profiling and phonon pulse data allowed us to ve
experimentally that the longitudinal sound velocities we
consistent with literature bulk values. The optical consta
of the films were carefully characterized by ellipsometry,
described later. The grain size of the films was measured
atomic force microscopy and ultrasonic force microscopy
be;100 nm in both Ni and Cr. The Si~100! substrates were
chosen for their flatness: the root mean square surface ro
nesses of the bare substrate and the film top surfaces
measured by atomic force microscopy to be&1 nm and
&2 nm, respectively. This level of roughness does not s
nificantly affect the acoustic echo shape.10 In addition the
film surfaces were parallel to an accuracy of better tha
mrad, implying a negligible contribution to the broadenin
of the echoes.10 Moreover, for the film thicknesses and op
cal spot diameter used, acoustic diffraction effects are ne
gible.

The solid curves of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! show the experi-
mental results for the real (r) and imaginary parts (df) of
the relative reflectance changedr /r (5r1 idf) for the Ni
and Cr films. The quantityr can also be expressed asr
5dR/2R, where R5r * r is the reflectivity anddf is the
optical phase change. Both metals show a sharp chang
delay time t50 followed by a slow decay. This decay
caused by the near-surface temperature decreasing as
diffuses into the film.27 These decay curves can be appro
20542
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mately reproduced by exponential functions, as shown by
dotted curves in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. These are empirical fits
chosen to leave a flat baseline away from the echoes a
subtraction. Superimposed upon this thermal background
observe acoustic echoes caused by longitudinal acoustic
non pulses reverberating inside the film.

The thin solid curves of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! show the
corresponding first echoes inr and df with the thermal
background@dotted curves in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# subtracted.
The typical duration of these echoes is;10 ps. The differ-
ence in the first and second echoes is caused by the pa
acoustic transmission into the substrate and by ultrasonic

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental amplituder and phasedf ~both
shown as solid curves! of the relative reflectance change as a fun
tion of delay time for a polycrystalline Ni film of thickness 200 n
on a silicon~100! substrate. The absorbed pump light fluenceF for
Ni is ;0.006 mJ cm22. The first and second echoes in bothr and
df are visible at delay times;70 and;140 ps, respectively. The
dotted curves, displaced vertically for clarity, show fits to the th
mal background using exponential decays. The inset showsdf
measured at half the incident pump fluence compared with
measured at the full pump fluence on the same scale.~b! Corre-
sponding graph and inset for a Cr film of thickness 190 nm. T
absorbed pump light fluenceF for Cr is ;0.006 mJ cm22. The first
and second echoes in bothr anddf are visible at delay times;60
and;120 ps, respectively.
1-2
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PICOSECOND ACOUSTIC PHONON PULSE GENERATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205421 ~2003!
tenuation. Measurements made at half the incident pump
ence showed identical pulse shapes@shown for both Ni and
Cr in the insets of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! on the same scale#,
demonstrating that the present pump fluences induce a li

FIG. 2. ~a! First echoes for relative amplituder and phasedf
for a 200 nm film of polycrystalline Ni on silicon~100!, plotted on
identical scales.~b! First echoes for a 190 nm film of Cr on silico
~100!. The background thermal decays@dotted curves in Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!# have been subtracted from all four experimental tra
~thin solid curves!. The thick solid curves are theoretical fits inclu
ing both thermal and electron diffusion. The dashed-dotted cu
correspond to theoretical fits including only thermal diffusiong
→`) and the dotted curves to theoretical fits in the absence
diffusion (g→`,k→0). The theoretical curves include the effe
of ultrasonic attenuation, only significant for Cr.~c! The frequency
spectra for Ni of the first echodf1 and second echodf2, calcu-
lated from the experimental phase traces in~a!. ~d! Similar fre-
quency spectra for Cr. The solid curves in~c! and~d! are the spectra
of df1 and the dotted curves are those fordf2.
20542
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sample response. The echoes inr have a strongly bipolar
shape, and this arises because of the nature of the couplin
the acoustic strain in the near surface region to the real
imaginary components of the refractive index, owing to t
photoelastic effect.1,28The magnitude of the acoustic strain
;1024 in the present experiments. The echoes indf are
closer to a unipolar shape, and, as shown previously,
dominated by a contribution from the out-of-plane transie
surface motion.4,3 In our case the magnitude of the surfa
displacement is;3 pm.

In order to quantify the effects of ultrasonic attenuati
we follow the standard procedure of comparing the f
quency spectra of the echoes assuming negligible acou
velocity dispersion,1 taking into account the partial transmis
sion at the substrate. The amplitude reflection coefficient
the phonon strain pulses from the substrate is expected t
given by r ac5(rsvs2r0v)/(r0v1rsvs), where r0 is the
density, v is the longitudinal sound velocity, and the su
script s refers to the substrate. The values forr ac are
20.42 and20.43 for Ni and Cr, respectively~see Table I!.
Figure 2~c! shows the frequency spectrum of the echoes
df for Ni calculated from Fig. 2~a!, and Fig. 2~d! shows the
corresponding spectrum for Cr. Heredf1 refers to the first
echo anddf2 to the second echo. The spectra show f
quency components up to 100 GHz. The ratio of these sp
tra for Cr indicate an ultrasonic attenuation rising wi
frequency,29 whereas the ratio for Ni was independent
frequency over the range probed~up to ;100 GHz). That
is, the second echo for Ni is the same shape as the first e
to within the experimental resolution. This is consiste
with the relatively low value of the ultrasonic attenuatio
previously measured in the GHz range in Ni.30 The
frequency dependence of the ratio for Cr is used in
following analysis to correct for the effect of acoustic prop
gation when comparing experiment and theory for the fi
echo.

III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS BASED ON THE TWO-
TEMPERATURE MODEL

In metals thermoelasticity is the dominant mechanism
picosecond acoustic phonon pulse generation.1,14 A lattice
temperature distributionTi(z,t) is induced by the inciden
pump light pulse absorbed within a depth;z, the optical
absorption depth. This generates a longitudinal stress di
bution s(z,t). Heres5s33, andz is the distance into the
film, where z50 at the film surface. This one-dimension
approximation for the temperature distribution is reasona
if z (;15 nm for Ni and Cr! is much smaller than the lase
spot size (;20 mm), a valid assumption here. The stre
pulse can be calculated from a knowledge of the impuls
contributions (ds) to the stress at points in space and tim
for which the temperature is varying:

ds52gCidTi523BbdTi , ~1!

whereg is the Grüneisen parameter,B is the bulk modulus,
b is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, andCi is the

s

s
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TABLE I. Physical constants for Ni and Cr. The refractive indicesñ andñ8 are measured by ellipsometry
dn8/dh and dk8/dh are chosen to give simultaneous best fits to the experimental variationsr1 and df1,
corresponding to the first echo. The density and longitudinal sound velocity of Si~100! are, respectively,
rs52.331 g cm23, vs58433 ms21 ~Ref. 31!.

Ni Cr

g (W m23 K21) 44031015 a 42031015 a

k (W m21 K21) 91 b 94 b

v (ms21) 5894c 6650d

r0 (g cm23) 8.9b 7.2b

r ac5(rsvs2r0v)/(r0v1rsvs) 20.42 20.43
Ce /T (J m23 K22) 1065e 194e

Ci (J m23 K21) 3.953106 b 3.243106 b

ñ5n1 ik at l5415 nm 1.5012.07i 1.7412.45i

ñ85n81 ik8 at l85830 nm 2.1413.75i 3.2712.85i

z5l/4pk ~nm! at l5415 nm 16.0 13.5
z85l8/4pk8 ~nm! at l85830 nm 17.6 23.2
ze5(Dete)

1/25(k/g)1/2 ~nm! 14.2 15.0
te5Ce /g ~ps! 0.73 0.14
De5k/Ce (m2 s21) 2.4231024 6.8931024

zi5(Dtac)
1/2 ~nm! 8.0 7.7

tac5z/v ~ps! 2.8 2.0
D5k/Ci (m2 s21) 2.331025 2.931025

D/vz 0.24 0.32
dn8/dh 1.360.1 6.560.5
dk8/dh 21.260.1 24.160.3

aReference 32.
bReference 33.
cReference 34.
dReference 35.
eReference 36.
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lattice heat capacity per unit volume. This stress drive
longitudinal strain pulse that eventually travels away fro
film surface:14,16

h~z,t !52
3Bb

2r0v2 E2`

`

dt8sgn@z2v~ t2t8!#

3
]Ti

]t
u(uz2v(t2t8)u,t8) . ~2!

This strain pulse includes contributions from the strain tr
eling towards and reflected from the film surface.

The transient variationTi(z,t) is affected in general by
both thermal and electron diffusion. For time scales grea
than the internal electron thermalization time37 the two-
temperature model provides a good simplified descriptio38

This implies the separate existence of two temperatu
the electron temperatureTe , and lattice temperatureTi .
The temporal and spatial evolution ofTe and Ti are
calculated according to two coupled partial different
equations38

Ce

]Te

]t
5

]

]z S k
]Te

]z D2g~Te2Ti !1
1

z
S~ t !e2z/z, ~3!
20542
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Ci

]Ti

]t
5g~Te2Ti !, ~4!

whereCe is the electron heat capacity per unit volume (Ce
;0.01Ci), k the thermal conductivity,g the e-p coupling
constant, andS(t) is the absorbed pump laser pow
density.39 Under the present experimental conditions of re
sonably low pump fluenceF, the temperature dependences
k}Te /Ti and Ce}Te can be ignored.15,16 ~The maximum
relative change inTe is ;F/zCeT0 and inTi is ;F/zCiT0.
These remain below 0.3 and 0.003, respectively, in
present experiments, where the initial temperatureT0
;300 K.! The temperature dependence of other quantitie
these equations is also negligible. According to this mod
when an ultrashort laser pulse heating source is introdu
through the termS(z,t), the relatively low-heat-capacity
electrons initially absorb the photon energy, so thatDTe
@DTi , whereDTe andDTi refer to changes in temperatur
The diffusion of these nonequilibrium electrons is charact
ized by diffusivity De5k/Ce . As the electrons relax the
electron energy is transferred to the lattice, until eventua
Te becomes equal toTi . The energy relaxation time accord
ing to this model is given byte5Ce /g ~typically less than 1
ps for metals!, and so the stronger thee-p coupling the faster
1-4
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the relaxation.@In the limit of g→`, Te5Ti at all times, and
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! yield the standard equation of Fourier he
diffusion, with heat capacityC5Ce1Ci .] After this relax-
ation, Fourier thermal diffusion with thermal diffusivityD
5k/(Ce1Ci)'k/Ci is the dominant diffusion process. Th
large ratioDe /D'Ci /Ce;100 implies that nonequilibrium
electron diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism
times&te . For brevity we shall henceforth refer to nonequ
librium electron diffusion as simply electron diffusion in th
paper.

With the above linear approximation, Eqs.~3! and~4! can
be solved analytically in the frequency domain and, by
corporating the strain generation according to Eq.~2!, the
frequency spectrum of the acoustic strain pulse can
obtained:16

h̃~z,v!5
3BbS̃~v!v2 exp~ ivz/v !

r0kv4~12 ivCi /g!@11~zv/v !2#

3
1

p F 1

p21~v/v !2
1

z2

11zpG . ~5!

This equation describes the acoustic pulse shape when i
left the near-surface region. Herev/2p is the acoustic fre-
quency,S̃(v) is the Fourier transform ofS(t), andp is de-
fined by

p5F2
iv

De
S 11

Ci /Ce

12 ivCi /gD G1/2

Equation ~5! is fairly complex, but it represents a rela
tively straightforward process. Before comparing theory a
experiment it is useful to make some rough estimates of
length scales involved in electron and thermal diffusion. A
ter the pump pulse arrival and during a time of the order
the energy relaxation time of the electronste5Ce /g the
nonequilibrium electrons diffuse and transport their energy
a depth;ze5(Dete)

1/25(k/g)1/2.14,16This results in a spa
tially distributed collection of acoustic sources, giving acou
tic pulse broadening~to a temporal duration of;ze /v for
ze*z).14 The relative values ofze andz therefore determine
the importance of electron diffusion on the picoseco
acoustic phonon generation. For both Ni and Crze;z
;15 nm, as shown in Table I, and so electron diffusion s
nificantly affects the generation of acoustic phonon pulse
these metals. Once the electrons have relaxed, the la
temperatureTi continues to vary because of thermal diff
sion. Provided that the thermal diffusivity is reasonab
small,40 the broadening effect of thermal diffusion on th
acoustic pulses is roughly determined by thermal diffus
during a timetac;z/v, equal to the acoustic propagatio
time across the optical absorption depth. The therm
diffusion length corresponding to this time is given b
zi5(Dtac)

1/25(Dz/v)1/2.41 For both Ni and Cr, D/zv
;0.3, andzi;8 nm;z/2. This distance is smaller tha
the corresponding lengthze for electron diffusion.
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Quantitative calculations of the strain pulse shape are n
given. We show the calculated strain pulse and inward s
face displacement@2dz52*0

`h(z,t)dz# variations for Ni
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Similar strain and displacement curve
were also found for Cr, and are not shown here. The th
strain profiles are evaluated numerically by an inverse F
rier transform of Eq.~5!. We have used the relevant physic
constants from the literature~Table I!. In particular, bulk
values for the thermal conductivity are used because
grain size of the films is large compared to the diffusi
lengthsze andzi . The solid curves correspond to the stra
pulses including both thermal and electron diffusion, t
dashed-dotted curves are the profiles taking into acco
only thermal diffusion (g→`),42 and the dotted curves ar

FIG. 3. Calculated profiles in the time domain for~a! the strain
pulseh and ~b! the inward surface displacement2dz for Ni at a
position far from the surface in the absence of ultrasonic attenua
~plotted relative to the center of the strain pulse!. ~c! The strain
pulse spectrum for Ni. The solid curve is the strain profile includi
both thermal and electron diffusion. The dashed-dotted curve is
strain profile including only the effect of thermal diffusion~g→`!.
The dotted curve is the strain profile in the absence of diffus
(g→`, k→0.! The effect of the finite pump and probe pulse d
rations are included in these curves. The scales are normalized
respect to the heights for no diffusion processes and in the limi
short optical pulse durations.
1-5
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the profiles when diffusion is absent (g→`,k→0). The spa-
tial extent of the picosecond acoustic phonon pulse is bro
ened by a factor of about 2 by diffusion processes, as s
from the half-width of the displacement pulses.~Because of
the effect of the integration to obtain the displacement fr
the strain, the effect of thermal diffusion on the displacem
profiles is more marked than its effect on the strain profile!
In the frequency domain this corresponds to a pe
frequency for the acoustic strain of;40 GHz compared
to ;80 GHz ('v/2pz) in the absence of diffusion. Thi
is clear from Fig. 3~c! where the frequency spectra corr
sponding to the strain in Fig. 3~b! are shown. Although
diffusion processes reduce the peak frequency of the s
pulses, this reduction is much less severe than in the
of the noble metals: for Au, Ag, and Cu the typical pe
frequency is;10 GHz.14,16,37The electron-phonon couplin
constant in the case of noble metals is typically
times smaller than in Ni or Cr, and this accounts for t
difference.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

In order to relate the calculated strain and displacemen
quantities measured in experiment it is necessary to calcu
the relative variations in optical reflectancedr /r for a given
h(z,t). This can be done by a knowledge of the outwa
surface displacementdz(t)5*0

`h(z,t)dz and the photoelas

tic constantsdn8/dh, dk8/dh, whereñ85n81 ik8 is the re-
fractive index at the probe light wavelengthl8:1,22

dr

r
5r1 idf52 i

4p

l8
dz1 i

8pñ8

l8~12ñ82!

dñ8

dh

3E
0

`

h~z,t !expS i
4pñ8

l8
zD dz. ~6!

The theoretical predictions forr anddf, calculated from
Eqs.~5! and~6!, are shown by the solid curves in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b! for Ni and Cr, respectively. For the case of C
where the frequency dependence of the ultrasonic attenua
is significant, its effect is included in these predictions
multiplying the frequency spectrum of the strain in Eq.~5!
by the frequency-dependent experimental ultrasonic atte
tion factor. The photoelastic constantsdn8/dh and dk8/dh
are calculated by least-squares fitting, and the refractive
dices ñ and ñ8 are taken directly from measurements
spectroscopic ellipsometry on our thin film samples; ot
physical constants are taken from the literature~see Table I!.
We also assume that the temporal intensity variation of
pump and probe pulses are approximated by Gaussian
files. The ratio of the heights of the echoes inr and indf
are not adjusted relative to one another. Rather, a single
justable scale factor is used to fit both variations. A varia
vertical offset is also included as a fitting parameter to av
any bias in the choice of a zero level. The zero of the ti
scale is fixed as the average position of the peaks of
experimental amplitude and phase echoes.43 The agreemen
with experiment is optimal withdn8/dh'1.3 anddk8/dh
20542
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'21.2 for Ni, anddn8/dh'6.5 anddk8/dh'24.1 for
Cr. These values are, in general, strong functions of
probe wavelength.~The errors in dn8/dh and dk8/dh
quoted in Table I refers to an increase of the least-squ
residuals by 5%!. The absolute magnitude of the echoes inr
and in df are in agreement to within;50% of those pre-
dicted. This agreement is reasonable in view of the unc
tainties in the laser spot size diameters and the incid
power of the pump laser light.

The dotted curves in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! correspond to the
calculated echoes without including electron and thermal
fusion (g→`, k→0), and the dashed-dotted curves cor
spond to the calculated echoes including thermal diffus
alone (g→`), again calculated using the least-squares te
nique and including the effect of the experimentally me
sured ultrasonic attenuation~for Cr!. For both Ni and Cr, the
theory including both electron and thermal diffusion~solid
curves! gives the best agreement with the experimen
results.44

In this paper we have only considered diffusion effec
On very short time scales;10–30 fs characteristic o
the electron-electron scattering timete-e for the excited
electrons, ballistic electron propagation affects the pene
tion of the nonequilibrium electrons into the metal.45,46 In
Ni and Cr excited by 3 eV photons,d electrons above
the Fermi level are predominantly involved,47–49 and it
is their initial transport at velocities at a substantial fraction46

of the Fermi velocityvF that is ballistic. Such ballistic propa
gation velocities lead to electron transport distanc
;vFte-e;10 nm. A calculation of such corrections to ou
simpler theoretical approach proposed here is beyond
scope of this paper. However, the present work has sh
that in Ni and Cr the two-temperature model, in spite of
simplicity, is successful in quantitatively accounting for th
observed echo shapes and hence for the phonon strain
shapes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the generat
mechanisms for picosecond acoustic phonon pulses exc
by ultrashort optical pulses in Ni and Cr, metals with stro
electron-phonon coupling. We have analyzed quantitativ
the shapes of the acoustic phonon pulses using the linea
two temperature model. Comparison with the experimen
optical reflectance and phase changes leads to exce
agreement with this model, taking into consideration t
broadening effect of the ultrasonic attenuation~where neces-
sary! calculated from the experimental results. We conclu
that both nonequilibrium electron diffusion and thermal d
fusion affect the optical generation of picosecond acou
phonon pulses excited in Ni and Cr. In the future it would
interesting to extend this work to measurements of ot
transition metals, and to investigate the effect of chang
the excitation photon energy on the acoustic strain profile
order to explore in detail the effect of band structure
phonon generation.
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